The convergence of nanoscience and drug delivery has prompted the formation of the field of nanomedicine, one that exploits the novel physicochemical and biological properties of nanostructures for improved medical treatments and reduced side effects. Until recently, this nanostructure-mediated strategy considered the drug to be solely a biologically active compound to be delivered, and its potential as a molecular building unit remained largely unexplored. A growing trend within nanomedicine has been the use of drug molecules to build well-defined nanostructures of various sizes and shapes. This strategy allows for the creation of self-delivering supramolecular nanomedicines containing a high and fixed drug content. Through rational design of the number and type of the drug incorporated, the resulting
Introduction
The construction of complex supramolecular architectures through the self-assembly of basic molecular building blocks is a strategy that can be both practical and inspiring, affording nanostructures with properties that the individual unit does not necessarily possess [1] . Nature leads the way in harnessing the power of molecular assembly, as exemplified by the folding of polypeptide chains into functional proteins 2 capable of specifically recognizing important biomolecules and mediating many biological events [2, 3] , forming the dynamic cytoskeletons from tubulins and actins essential for cellular and subcellular functions [4, 5] , and creating hair, nails, hooves and horns from the multilevel assembly of keratin proteins [6, 7] . Inspired by these exquisite assembly systems, the accumulated knowledge from over fifty years of research has enabled the creation of a wide range of supramolecular structures from an ever expanding set of natural and synthetic building blocks, including small synthetic molecules [1] , block copolymers [8] [9] [10] [11] , rationally designed peptides [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , carbohydrates [19] , proteins [20] and DNA [21, 22] . Concurrently, functional utilization of these supramolecular nanostructures has been extensively explored in diverse areas, particularly in the context of drug delivery [23] [24] [25] . The control over the size, morphology, surface chemistry, internal structures, and stability (including both disassembly kinetics and pathways) of supramolecular nanostructures bestows the potential to carry, protect and release a therapeutic cargo in a highly regulated manner [26] [27] [28] . This carrier-cargo relationship is one based on a separation of function, however, with the molecular building blocks purely responsible for delivery (assuming biocompatibility and inertness) and the drug for the ensuing bioactivity. Once its function has been fulfilled the carrier is considered waste material that needs to be cleared.
An emerging approach for the delivery of therapeutic agents has been to consider the drug itself as a key component of the self-assembly possessing the potential to create its own nanostructures. In this way, extraneous materials can be avoided without loss of function, perhaps leading to more effective therapies due to the increased drug loading, elimination of the leakage issue associated with encapsulated drugs, and the reduced need to remove synthetic carrier material. What is unclear is the extent to which the potential intermolecular interactions afforded by a drug's molecular structure can be harnessed to allow the rational design of a particular nanostructure and how general this approach can truly be given the wide range of structural types in clinical use. This review will discuss a number of strategies that have been adopted in which small molecule drugs have been utilized as building blocks in the construction of their own nanostructures, with an emphasis on those that involve true self-assembly pathways. In this context, molecular assembly is interpreted as the spontaneous and reversible association of molecules into aggregates (e.g. molecular clusters, discrete morphologies, or three dimensional networks) in order to minimize system free energy. It is important to note that nanostructures created through molecular selfassembly are distinct from those prepared by precipitation or emulsion methods in that the physiochemical properties of the former (e.g. size, shape, internal order, stability, aggregation number, surface chemistry) are reflective of the molecular characteristics of the building units and the assembly conditions. It is the interplay of the systemic entropy with the enthalpic interactions among the building units, water, and other molecules present in the assembly system that defines the eventual self-assembled morphology. We believe that the rapidly growing area of drug-promoted molecular assembly holds great promise for future research in nanomedicine and cancer chemotherapy, harnessing the intrinsic molecular interactions of a drug to build its own nanocarrier that, to paraphrase Lehn's definition of supramolecular chemistry [29] , provides "functions beyond the drug".
Nanostructure formed by free drugs
Small molecule drugs exhibit a wide range of chemical structures that determine how their solubility, aggregation, and transportation behavior in solution ultimately determine their pharmacokinetic profiles after administration and pharmacodynamics in interfacing with their biological targets. Large hydrophobic moieties, such as hydrocarbons or polyaromatic segments that possess strong selfassociative interactions, can lead to solubility problems and a high propensity for self-aggregation in aqueous solution, whereas a number of charged groups, e.g. carboxylates or amines, bestow a greater solubility and reduce the potential for self-association. The study of the self-association behavior of drug molecules and potential candidates is an important subject in pharmaceutical research [30] . Knowledge of how these molecules interact with themselves will aid in improving their efficacy, in understanding their pharmacokinetic profile, and in developing the most suitable formulation for administration. For example, Shoichet and coworkers investigated the aggregation behavior of seven hydrophobic anticancer drugs and found that the formation of colloidal particles inhibited the in vitro cytotoxic potential [31] . These colloidal structures could be disrupted in the presence of surfactants, restoring the respective drug's toxicity. It was also found that the colloidal forms exhibited greater interactions with proteins, such as albumin, causing unpredictable pharmacokinetic behavior.
Drugs that are amphiphilic, containing well separated large hydrophobic and charged groups, could demonstrate reversible self-assembly behavior, resulting in formation of dynamic molecular clusters or even discrete supramolecular nanostructures of well-defined size and shape. For example, anthracyclines, a class of antibiotic-based antineoplastics characterized by a hydrophobic planar anthraquinone moiety and a hydrophilic amino-sugar ring (Fig. 1) , possess decent aqueous solubility due to the ionizable amine group and are commonly observed to exist as dimers and higher oligomers in solution [32] [33] [34] [35] . Studies suggest that these dimers exist in parallel and antiparallel orientations of the molecules [33, 34] . It has been postulated that the structural differences in the packing among the various derivatives, e.g. daunomycin, Adriamycin (Doxorubicin), 4'-epiadriamycin, may account for the variation in pharmacological activity [34] . Hayakawa and coworkers have also reported the formation of doxorubicinbased hydrogels through the use of high NaCl concentrations [36] , which induce further self-association via - stacking of the aggregates. Similar dimerization behavior was also found for the anthracyclinealternative mitoxantrone [37] , and for the water-soluble camptothecin derivative irinotecan (CPT-11) [38] .
Folic acid, also known as vitamin M or B9, is another example that illustrates a drugs' self-assembling potential. The pterin ring is a critical feature of folic acid's self-assembly as its nitrogen and oxygen atoms are arranged in such a fashion as to allow the formation of a particular arrangement of hydrogen bonds, similar to that of nucleic acids in DNA. In alkaline solution, the self-association of folic acid proceeds via the formation of Hoogsteen-bonded tetrameric discs, which then stack through - interactions and inter-disc hydrogen bonding to form chiral columns [39] [40] [41] [42] . Further ordering results in liquid-crystalline mesophases, the nature of which can be influenced by folate concentration and the addition of salts.
Cui and coworkers recently found that the assembly of folic acid could be manipulated into forming nanofibers or lozenge-like platelets through the use of methanol/water mixtures [43] . In pure methanol, folic acid formed a self-supporting gel comprised of discrete nanofibers due to the formation of Hoogsteen intermolecular pairing of four folic acid molecules ( Fig. 2A ). Gradual addition of water to this gel led to the emergence of the lozenge-like platelets, which comprise closely packed short nanorods of tetramers. It was postulated that the increasing water content disrupted the long fibrous structures present to give the more compact platelet structures. Interestingly, similar treatment of the anticancer drug methotrexate did not induce formation of any well-defined nanostructures, likely due to the lack of hydrogen bond acceptors in methotrexate preventing formation of the tetrameric discs that are the basis of the higher order structures.
Dissolution of hydrophobic drugs in an organic solvent followed by dilution into water is a technique that can provide insight into a drug's self-aggregation behavior. For example, the quinoline alkaloid camptothecin (CPT), a topoisomerase I inhibitor, has been observed to self-associate through offset faceto-face - interactions (J-type aggregation) [44] . More recently, Hao and coworkers characterized 100-400 nm wide helical nanoribbon structures formed from the injection of a concentrated DMSO solution of CPT into water (Fig. 2B) [45] . These nanostructures were composed of the active lactone form of CPT and exhibited reversible disassembly-assembly behavior in response to pH modulation. Increasing the pH led to the formation of the soluble, but inactive, carboxylate form of CPT; adding acid then reversed the equilibrium to reform the helical nanoribbons. Fourier-transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy indicated the presence of hydrogen bonding interactions, and X-ray diffraction experiments suggested that a lamellar structure existed within the nanoribbons. The authors thus proposed a packing model in which CPT molecules stack through - interactions and interact with neighboring 'stacks' via hydrogen bonding.
Another interesting example was recently reported by Yan and colleagues in which two drugs, the water soluble CPT derivative irinotecan (Ir) and the water insoluble (hydrophobic) chlorambucil (Cb), were directly conjugated to one another to give an amphiphilic drug-drug conjugate (ADDC) (Fig. 2C) [46] .
By diluting a DMSO solution of the ADDC with water, uniform nanoparticles with hydrodynamic diameters averaging 88 nm were obtained (Fig. 2D) . Interestingly, concentrations below the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) were found to be inactive, whereas above the CAC they quickly became toxic, with some indication of synergistic action. It was thus proposed that only the nanoparticle form of the conjugate, rather than the free monomers, can be internalized by cells. This approach was also recently extended to create another ADDC from the anticancer drugs floxuridine (FdU) and bendamustine (BdM) [47] .
In general, the self-assembly of free drug molecules is a somewhat haphazard process, with little control over the resultant morphology. Exploiting such behavior is therefore difficult at best and its study is accordingly rooted in understanding how the pharmacokinetic properties and treatment efficacy is affected. Should a discrete nanostructure even be formed, there is no guarantee that it would possess desirable physicochemical properties suitable for clinical treatments. To gain access to, and control over, more complex nanostructures it is therefore necessary to introduce modifications to the drug, in particular the design and synthesis of drug-conjugates where other elements are chemically grafted to the drug in order to imbue a greater propensity for controlled self-assembly and the formation of well-defined, homogeneous nanostructures. This approach aims to take advantage of the potential interactions that the drug has to offer, thus making the drug a vital structural element rather than just a functional unit. The following sections will focus on a number of recent strategies that are being used to further improve the delivery of drugs via construction of nanostructures, creating entities that have been termed onecomponent nanomedicines [48] .
Nanostructures Formed by Macromolecular Amphiphilic Prodrugs
The advent of nanotechnological approaches to drug delivery began with the development of polymerdrug conjugates [49] in which hydrophobic anticancer drugs were covalently attached to water-soluble polymers, such as N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) [50] [51] [52] and polyglutamic acid (PGA) [53, 54] . In this strategy, the pharmacokinetic profile of the resultant conjugate (tissue accumulation, circulation half-life) is determined by the nature of the polymer, and controlled release can be achieved by choosing appropriate polymer-drug linkages. In theory, this combination of properties should lead to increased treatment efficacy and reduced side-effects, but issues with polydispersity in both the degree of polymerization and extent of drug attachment may cause significant batch-to-batch variability that could complicate the efficacy studies and thus hinder further optimization of the system. Accordingly, these have contributed to the protracted translation of polymer-drug conjugates into clinical use.
In 1990, Yokoyama and Kataoka reported on the synthesis of a doxorubicin (DOX)-conjugated block copolymer that can assemble into micelles [55] , one of the earliest examples of a rationally designed macromolecular amphiphilic prodrug (MAP). In this MAP, a poly(ethylene)glycol (PEG) was linked to poly(aspartic acid) (P(Asp)) to create the block copolymer, followed by the conjugation of DOX to the -carboxylic acid function of the P(Asp) segment (Fig. 3A) . In this particular system, the combination of the hydrophilic PEG block with hydrophobic DOX results in the formation of micelles with diameters averaging 50 nm. These micelles were formed during the extensive aqueous dialysis of the N,Ndimethylformamide (DMF) reaction solution that followed DOX conjugation. Removal of DOX that was physically entrapped within the micelles initially proved difficult, though later optimization of the preparation was able to address this [56] . One issue that is commonly found for such systems is the difficulty to achieve complete conjugation of the drug to all available reactive sites due to steric hindrance.
In one example of Kataoka's polymer-drug conjugate, there are approximately 17 aspartic acid residues available as conjugation sites yet only a maximum of 53 % coverage with DOX could be obtained [56] , though it should also be noted that this gives a respectable drug content of 39 % (w/w). The unreacted, ionizable sites could potentially reduce the conjugate's capacity for self-assembly at lower concentrations.
It was determined that a drug coverage of 40-50 % was necessary in order to overcome the electrostatic repulsions for formation of stable micelles [56] . Given the polydispersity native to such systems, some conjugates may not assemble at pharmaceutically relevant concentrations and potentially have very different physicochemical properties and circulation fates. Indeed, biodistribution studies showed that conjugates which could not maintain a micellar structure underwent rapid renal excretion, whereas the micellar form exhibited prolonged circulation times [57] . A later formulation of this MAP, known as NK911 [58] , underwent Phase I clinical trials, exhibiting a higher and more prolonged plasma concentration than free DOX, though little difference in toxicity compared to free DOX was seen [59] .
Comparisons with historical data from trials involving a liposomal DOX formulation (Doxil®) [60] showed that NK911 was cleared more rapidly at the same dosage, an observation attributed to its lower plasma stability. However, despite the lower plasma concentration, NK911 was able to more widely distribute DOX within tumorous tissues than Doxil, potentially due to greater leakage of NK911 from tumor vessels and its subsequent diffusion to distant cancer cells [61] .
A number of similar MAPs to that developed by Yokohama and Kataoka have been reported in later studies. In particular, Matsumura and coworkers adapted this approach to incorporate SN-38, the active metabolite of irinotecan, though P(Asp) was replaced with poly-glutamate, P(Glu) [62] . This MAP exhibited significant advantages over free irinotecan in animal models with respect to both efficacy and toxicity. Phase I clinical trials generally showed milder side-effects in comparison to the free drug [63] , and though Phase II trials are listed as having been completed within the last few years (ID# NCT00951613 and NCT00951054), no data has yet been made available. More recently, Zhang and colleagues utilized this strategy to construct similar supramolecular nanostructures of the anticancer drugs doxorubicin [64] and camptothecin [65] , employing reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization to provide greater control over the polydispersity.
An interesting approach for the delivery of cisplatin (cis-diaminodichloroplatinum (II), CDDP) was also developed by Yokoyama and Kataoka, relying on the formation of coordination bonds between the Pt atom and the P(Glu) carboxylate side-chains (Fig. 3B ) [66] . When mixed in water, CDDP cross-links the PEG-P(Glu) polymer chains, resulting in the spontaneous formation of micelles that were approximately 28 nm in diameter. When compared with those of the 50 nm micellar DOX-conjugates [55] , it can be seen how the drug type can influence the nanostructure's properties. It was proposed, in this instance, that the ability of the Pt atom of CDDP to form two bonds to the polymer in addition to its smaller size allows the formation of a smaller, denser micelle. Release of CDDP was predicated on ligand exchange between the carboxylates and free chloride ions. Compared with an earlier version of this MAP based on PEG-P(Asp) [67] [68] [69] [70] , the release profiles indicated greater micellar stability, with Pt released in a sustained manner over 150 hr (no burst release) and the nanostructures maintaining diameters over 25 nm for at least 50 hr.
Consequently, this stability led to excellent in vivo efficacy, with further studies showing a reduction in both nephro-and neurotoxicity [71] and the potential for targeted delivery to lymph node metastases [72] . This promising platform, also known as NC-6004, is currently undergoing a number of clinical trials, both as a single treatment [73] and in combination with the antimetabolite gemcitabine, against a number of cancer types, including a Phase III trial against pancreatic cancer (ID# NCT02043288).
The polymer-drug conjugates developed by Yokayama and Kataoka represent a very simple embodiment of the principles behind macromolecular amphiphilic prodrugs, relying on the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect [74, 75] to passively target tumors. To imbue greater functionality to the assembled system, such as the capacity for active targeting of tumors, it is therefore necessary to explore other chemical entities and introduce greater complexity. One such example is provided by Liu and coworkers, who developed an amphiphilic polymer-drug conjugate based on CPT that possessed folic acid receptor targeting ligands, photo-triggered drug release and cross-linkers sensitive to both acidic and reductive environments ( Fig. 4A ) [76] . This strategy was based on co-assembly of two diblock copolymers, one that contained a folic acid (FA) ligand and one that contained a block of photo-caged CPT molecules. Cosolvation of these two entities in DMSO followed by the addition of aqueous buffer led to formation of micelles, which were then stabilized by crosslinking. These FA-decorated shell cross-linked micelles possessed a hydrodynamic diameter of ~54 nm, could be effectively internalized into A549 human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cells, and demonstrated excellent in vitro cytotoxicity. While Liu's system is an impressive feat of design and synthesis, it also serves to illustrate that greater complexity can come at a cost, with an increased number of potential issues associated with the varying degrees of polydispersity (polymer molecular weight, number of conjugated drugs, crosslinking coverage) among the micelles that could complicate future translational studies. Despite such concerns, a tradeoff between greater functionality and increased complexity must be made to achieve the desired aims of a drug delivery platform.
The macromolecular components that constitute MAPs are not solely limited to conventional hydrophilic polymers. For instance, an interesting series of conjugates developed by Chilkoti and colleagues [77] [78] [79] exploits the thermally responsive properties of elastin-like peptides (ELPs) [80] . At low temperatures ELPs exist in a random conformation that renders them soluble, but at higher temperatures a conformational change occurs that lowers the solubility and can induce aggregation. In 2009, Chilkoti and coworkers reported an ELP-based drug-polypeptide conjugate that could self-assemble into spherical nanostructures [78] ; a platform that was developed from previous work that utilized genetically engineered ELPs to thermally target solid tumors whose temperature had been raised by selective heat treatment [77, 81, 82] . The peptidic segment comprised the sequence SKGPG(XGVPG)160WPC(G2C)7, with the cysteine residues included for the conjugation of up to eight drug molecules (Fig. 4B) . A number of drug and drug-like molecules were tested, indicating that the octanol-water distribution coefficient, log D, is the critical determinant in the conjugate's ability to self-assemble [78, 79] . The more hydrophobic the drug is, the better able it is to help induce nanostructure formation. In this example, the conjugation of DOX created a hydrophobic region that confers amphiphilicity to the conjugate. Upon dispersal in water, these conjugates self-assembled into nanoparticles with narrowly distributed hydrodynamic diameters of 21 nm and a CAC value of 3 M (Fig. 4C) . In vivo experiments indicated that the nanoparticles experienced prolonged circulation, increased tumor accumulation and reduced uptake in non-tumor targets. Remarkably, a single-injection dose appeared to cure eight of nine mice for up to 66 days posttumor implantation, compared with median survival times of 21 and 27 days for the saline and free DOX control groups, respectively. Subsequent studies have further highlighted the promise this system possesses as a viable treatment option [83] , especially with regards to the thermal targeting of tumors [84, 85] . Heating of the tumor induces a phase transition in the conjugate, triggering aggregation that traps the nanoparticles within the tumor vasculature [85] . Upon cooling, a steep transvascular concentration gradient with the external soluble nanoparticles is created that facilitates further transport into the tumor environment ( Fig. 4D-E) . This behavior illustrates how further functionality can be effectively imparted through rational design choices, in particular the consolidation of multiple functions (hydrophilicity and targeting) into a single segment.
The nanostructure morphology formed through self-assembly of MAPs is another important feature that can have a significant effect on how it will perform. Since the self-assembly of block copolymers is typically under kinetic and thermodynamic control, it can be influenced by the various factors at play: cosolvent composition, polymer concentration, temperature and the rate of water addition [86] . Liu and coworkers exploited this behavior to induce a PEG-polyCPT diblock copolymer, synthesized via RAFT polymerization, to form nanospheres, nanodisks, staggered lamellae structures and large compound vesicles [87] . Liu found that the adopted structure could significantly affect the cellular internalization, not only in terms of the uptake efficiency, but also with regard to the mechanism of membrane transport.
The most effective uptake was seen for the staggered lamellae structures, which effectively bypassed the endolysosomal compartments and dispersed well throughout cells. This greater uptake also resulted in this morphology exhibiting the greatest in vitro cytotoxicity. Whether this will translate into a greater in vivo efficacy will be interesting to learn, but for now Liu's polymer-drug conjugate provides a fascinating example of how processing conditions can be utilized to control the morphology, and how different structures could affect their cellular interactions and overall efficacy. Macromolecular amphiphilic prodrugs have demonstrated great potential for delivering a drug payload through the drug-induced formation of nanostructures. Their development has benefitted greatly from the years of research that has been performed on polymeric delivery systems in general, with protocols for determining their properties already well established, and it is no surprise that a number are already in advanced clinical trials. For the most part, MAPs are synthetically facile to create, though can suffer from polydispersity issues. Advances in polymer synthesis techniques have alleviated this to some degree, providing greater control over the polymer size and enabling a more homogeneous polymer-drug conjugate to be produced, but the issue has not been completely eliminated and may still complicate translational studies. Stability during circulation is one concern that has already arisen, for instance, and others may arise from the reliance on the EPR effect as the dominant method of targeting. Further research into more active targeting strategies is desirable, though this could come at the cost of potentially increased synthetic complexity.
Supramolecular Nanostructures Formed by Amphiphilic Prodrugs
Amphiphilic prodrugs (APs) represent the next logical step in the evolution of self-delivering drugs; rather than conjugating the drug to a polymeric entity as in macromolecular amphiphilic prodrugs, a discrete entity that imbues the desired characteristics is utilized. This approach offers several advantages, one being that precise control over the drug content can be more easily achieved through rational molecular design. Furthermore, homogeneity is practically assured as the synthesized conjugate can be purified using HPLC and the nanostructure formed will contain the same drug content. There are no issues such as polydispersity in the macromolecular component or extent of drug conjugation per unimer.
Given the lower molecular weight of APs, the drug becomes an integral part of the structure and as such can exert a great influence over the self-assembly pathway.
An early strategy in the development of APs was the lipidation of hydrophilic nucleoside-based drugs, an approach pioneered by both Jin and Couvreur. In all reports, nanoparticles were obtained using the precipitation method in which an organic solvent solution of the amphiphilic prodrug was added to aqueous buffer. These methodologies were applied to a number of different drug types, including antivirals [88, 89] , antineoplastics [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] , antibiotics [95] and even anti-parasitics [96] . Later research efforts conjugated a hydrophilic element to hydrophobic drugs, again relying on the precipitation method to generate nanoscale objects [97] [98] [99] . Shen and coworkers, for example, created vesicle-like nanocapsules from oligoethylene glycol (OEG)-conjugated camptothecin [97] . These nanocapsules could also load a second anticancer drug, doxorubicin, for delivery in a fashion similar to that of the clinicallyrelevant liposomal formulation, Doxil [100] . It is evident, however, that the nanoprecipitation approach has limitations in effectively controlling the size, shape and surface chemistry of the resulting nanostructures due to the reliance of kinetic trapping in their assembly. By solely utilizing hydrophobic collapse as the primary driving force for forming nanostructures, there is less opportunity to direct how the rationally designed molecules arrange themselves within the resultant nanostructure. Consequently, the majority of ongoing research in amphiphilic prodrug design has focused on the introduction of additional elements that can contribute reversible and directional interactions to allow for a better controlled self-assembly pathway.
An early example of an amphiphilic prodrug that exhibited self-assembly behavior was reported by Cui and coworkers, who created a "drug amphiphile" platform in which a hydrophobic drug is conjugated to a short peptide with overall hydrophilicity and a preference for -sheet formation [101] . The generic design of these drug amphiphiles is illustrated in Fig. 5A , and comprises the hydrophobic drug, a degradable linker for stimuli-triggered release, and a peptide segment that contains a structure-directing motif (e.g. -sheet, -helix) and charged amino acids (or biologically relevant peptides). The peptide segment is a critical inclusion as the many natural and synthetic amino acids available allows for customization of the platform with regard to morphology, physicochemical properties and targeting ability. Cui's demonstration of this strategy conjugated the hydrophobic CPT to the -sheet forming Tau peptide (VQIVYK) [102] via reducible disulfide linkages (Fig 5B) [101] . The drug content was precisely controlled through the introduction of branching points so that one, two or four CPT molecules were attached to give drug loadings of 23, 31 and 38%, respectively. When dissolved in water, these conjugates assembled into one-dimensional (1D) filamentous structures in which the hydrophobic drug was sequestered within the core and thus protected from the external environment ( Fig. 5C-E) . Dilution studies of the assembled drug amphiphiles revealed they were stable at nano-molar concentrations, indicative of the strong associative interactions within the nanostructures. Interestingly, while the drug amphiphiles containing one and two CPT molecules gave nanofilaments (Fig. 5C and D) , qCPT-buSSTau (four conjugated CPT molecules) was observed to adopt a nanotube morphology (Fig. 5E) . The narrow diameter of these tubes (approx. 9.5 ± 1 nm) indicates that they are formed from a monolayer of amphiphiles, such that the internal channel is lined by hydrophobic CPT molecules. The origin of this change in morphology that the higher drug content induced was found to be due to the effect of - interactions between the CPT molecules, presumably both intra-and intermolecular associations.
Replacement of the Tau peptide with the more hydrophilic -sheet-forming Sup35 peptide (N2Q2NY) [103] , gave the same nanotube structure with the only difference being a longer contour length that may be a consequence of the greater solubility this peptide confers [43] , suggesting that it is the arrangement of CPT molecules that is the major driving force behind this morphology.
The protection that the nanostructures provide the cleavable linker was illustrated by subjecting the conjugates to degradation by hydrolysis and reduction [101] . In all cases, glutathione-induced release was faster than hydrolysis alone as would be expected. It was seen that the more hydrophobic conjugates (dCPT-buSS-Tau and qCPT-buSS-Tau) provided the greatest protective effect, consistent with their more stable structures. A degradation study of mCPT-buSS-Tau at two different concentrations showed that the release was faster at low concentrations where the equilibrium between monomer and nanostructure would be in favor of a higher ratio of monomers to nanostructures. This clearly indicates how the drug amphiphiles can act as a reservoir for the bioactive drug, with the nanostructure undergoing dissociation to monomers at the target site that can then degrade to release free drug (Fig. 5F ). However, an unintended consequence of the protection provided later became apparent, as a more mechanistic study into the release showed that the cytotoxicity of the mCPT-buSS-Tau conjugate was being compromised by the formation of hydrophobic CPT-containing disulfide species [104] . Upon reduction, the close proximity of molecules within the assembly promoted the formation of the symmetrical disulfide species, which would then remain closely associated with the nanostructure or form their own aggregates.
Switching to an ethyl carbonate disulfide linker that can undergo rapid intramolecular degradation upon cleavage was found to restore the toxicity to almost that of the free CPT. These observations emphasize the importance of considering how the nanostructure will affect the desired release mechanism of the free drug. It is often assumed that the release mechanism will function as designed, but in a self-assembled system access to the linker may be limited by the density of packing, and with such high local monomer concentrations side reactions are also a possibility.
Replacement of the CPT in the drug amphiphile with the bulky taxane paclitaxel (PTX) was found to also give filamentous nanostructures with a fixed 41% drug loading [105] . However, while the morphology was unaltered there was a clear difference in the physical properties of the nanostructures, with the CAC value determined to be 10 M, an almost 50-fold increase on that of the analogous CPT conjugate [101] .
It is evident that the bulkier PTX molecule affects the internal packing order within the nanostructure and a higher concentration must therefore be achieved before the energetics become favorable enough to induce self-assembly. Furthermore, a drug amphiphile that contained two PTX molecules was only able to form spherical and very short filament-like structures upon dissolution in water [106] . No evidence of a -sheet could be found, indicating that the two bulky PTX molecules prevented the peptide segment from forming the requisite hydrogen bonds that would promote elongation. These studies underscore how the design of drug amphiphiles must take into account the affect the drug will have on assembly. While it may be possible to switch out drugs of similar structure without creating problems, it must be assessed how drugs with dramatically different molecular structures will influence the assembly.
It is evident that the packing arrangement of molecules plays a critical role during the self-assembly process; behavior that can be exploited in order to produce new and interesting architectures [8, 18, [107] [108] [109] . In one report, Cui and coworkers combined both CPT (flat aromatic with a preference for - interactions) and PTX (bulky with the potential for hydrogen bonding) into a single drug amphiphile [106] . Borne out of the molecular frustration induced by having such disparate structural entities in close proximity, the conjugate initially forms small, flexible filamentous structures 7-8 nm in width (Fig. 6A) , eventually evolving into long twisted two-filament fibrils ~14 nm in width (Fig. 6B) . It was postulated that the initial short filaments were the kinetic product of the hydrophobic collapse, with further rearrangement of the internal structure allowing the formation of -sheet hydrogen bonds to give twisted two-filament fibrils as the thermodynamic product. A second approach was demonstrated by the catanionic mixing of oppositely charged derivatives of Cui's four-CPT bearing drug amphiphile, qCPTSup35-K2 and qCPT-Sup35-E2 [110] , which led to the formation of large, multi-walled nanotubes (Fig.   6C) ; very distinct structures from the smaller nanotubes formed by the individual components. It was proposed that ion pair formation between the two oppositely charged drug amphiphiles leads to a reduction in the headgroup volume, thereby facilitating the formation of the bilayer(s) that constitutes the nanotube walls.
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The drug amphiphile that Cui is developing is designed to be a modular platform that can be adapted towards a particular mode of delivery. As it currently stands, the exclusive formation of filamentous structures is more suited toward local delivery applications given the potential that such structures have for entanglement and hydrogel formation [111] [112] [113] . However, there are reports of long nanofilaments being used for systemic delivery of cytotoxic agents [114, 115] , so with suitable modification of the surface chemistry applications requiring systemic delivery cannot be ruled out. Further fine tuning of the peptide sequence can also impart the ability to adopt different structures depending on the solution conditions. For example, Goldberger and coworkers [116] demonstrated that a peptide amphiphile could form either nanofibrous or spherical micellar structures depending on the solution pH and amphiphile concentration.
A number of other research groups have also investigated the use of drug-peptide amphiphiles that can self-assemble into well-defined nanostructures. A collaboration between the labs of Grinstaff and Parquette, for instance, led to the creation of a simple conjugate in which CPT was attached to the -amine of the C-terminal lysine in a Lys-Lys dipeptide (47% drug loading) (Fig. 7A) [117] . Dissolution of the solid form in PBS and subsequent aging led to the formation of large nanotubule structures with diameters ranging from 80 to 120 nm and lengths of several micrometers. While they were found to have a very high CAC value (350 M), once formed they were exceptionally stable and would only dissociate in the low nM concentration range. In vitro assays confirmed that the nanotubes possessed good activity against a range of human colorectal and non-small cell lung cancer cell lines. Their large size and lack of flexibility, however, may prove to be detrimental for both systemic and local delivery applications. Dong and colleagues reported on the conjugation of hydroxyl-camptothecin (HCPT) to a multidomain peptide [118] , the self-assembly of which results in short nanofilament structures that were 6-7 nm wide and no more than 50 nm long. The shorter nature of these nanostructures may hold advantages over longer nanofilaments for more effective cellular uptake. Ding and coworkers reported another example in which the conjugation of PTX to a tumor-homing cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) resulted in the formation of spherical nanostructures ~120 nm in diameter [119] .
An intriguing strategy has been developed by Zhang and coworkers, who exploited the properties of spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) [120, 121] to create DNA-drug amphiphiles [122] . SNAs, which are normally based on a DNA shell around a solid core such as a gold nanoparticle, have been shown to have exceptional cellular uptake properties [123] and stability towards enzymatic degradation [124] . Zhang's approach was to replace the gold nanoparticle core with a drug reservoir. In this work, three molecules of CPT were conjugated to a strand of DNA via a photo-sensitive linkage (Fig. 7B) , such that UV irradiation will trigger the irreversible release of free drug. The aqueous self-assembly behavior was found to be dependent upon the length of the DNA strand, with five base pairs giving a spherical micellar structure 28 ± 5 nm (determined by TEM) (Fig. 7C) . Increasing the length of the strand eventually resulted in assembly being disfavored once the number of bases exceeded nine, which the authors attribute to reduced aggregation numbers as a consequence of the increasing volume within the head of the amphiphile. In the presence of Mg 2+ ions, however, self-assembly could be observed in all the DNA-drug amphiphiles synthesized (up to 20 bases). This was attributed to the ability of the divalent cation to bridge neighboring strands and overcome the entropic penalty incurred during the assembly of densely packed nanostructures. Surprisingly, the largest DNA-drug amphiphile, DNA20-CPT, adopted a rod-like morphology with diameters of 8 ± 1 nm and lengths 53 ± 14 nm (Fig. 7D) , an observation that is still under investigation. In vitro studies of the DNA20-CPT showed that they retained their capacity for highly efficient cellular uptake, exhibiting comparable activity to free CPT against Sk-Br3 ovarian cancer cells under UV irradiation. Zhang's focus on the activity of the longer DNA-drug conjugate lies in the utility of DNA sequences with lengths of 18-25 bases for gene regulation applications, suggesting potential use of the DNA-drug amphiphiles for combination therapy-simultaneous chemo-and genetherapies in this instance. Overall, DNA-drug amphiphiles possess great potential as drug delivery vehicles, though a major hurdle is the promiscuity that SNAs display towards cellular internalization [125, 126] . More selective delivery has been demonstrated using conjugated antibodies [127] , an encouraging result for the development of a viable delivery platform.
Amphiphilic prodrugs represent an intriguing new class of drug delivery vehicles, one that holds the promise of customization to suit a particular therapeutic application. The modular design that many of the platforms in development exhibit imbues them with the capacity for fine tuning of the nanostructure morphology and physicochemical properties, making them adaptable for local and systemic delivery.
Given that APs are still at an early stage of development, there are a number of concerns that have been raised, particularly with regard to the stability of the resulting nanostructures. While the CAC of the assembly is typically seen as the defining property, it is perhaps the resistance to disassembly upon dilution that is of greater import. Asymmetry in these two phenomena is quite possible for instance [117] , as though a relatively high concentration may be required for assembly to occur, the strong intermolecular interactions that may form during this process could result in a much lower disassembly concentration.
How this will play into in vivo efficacy remains to be determined, however, and may be challenging to ascertain. Concurrent advances in nanotechnological approaches to in vivo imaging may provide some assistance with this [11, 128] , as similar concerns will exist over the circulation fate of nanoprobes that possess similar physicochemical properties to nanostructures formed by APs.
One other aspect that needs to be addressed is the adaptability of the platform with respect to the incorporated drug. The smaller nature of APs means that the drug can play a much larger role in the selfassembly process when compared with MAPS, and while the polymeric nature of the latter may compensate for any reluctance toward assembly from the drug, this will not be the case in the former.
Thus far, the majority of the work reported has focused on the use of the hydrophobic CPT as a model drug owing to its planar nature, its preference for - interactions, and the ease with which it can modified. This does, however, limit our knowledge of how the drug can influence the overall nanostructure and its physicochemical properties. Cui's work has shown that an increased drug loading can affect the self-assembled morphology as the drug's own interactions become more dominant [101] , and that steric effects too can cause variations in the self-assembly pathway [106] . More investigation is therefore required, as it will only be once a wider range of drug structure classes have been explored that we will learn if amphiphilic prodrug platforms have the expected broad utility, or if they will be limited to certain drug types.
Supramolecular Hydrogels formed by Amphiphilic Prodrugs
Molecular hydrogelators are a special class of amphiphilic molecules that are designed to spontaneously form a self-supporting gel when dispersed in water. This typically occurs through self-assembly into filamentous nanostructures that then entangle to create a three-dimensional network that traps the water and prevents its free movement. Compared with their polymer-based counterparts, molecular hydrogelators offer several advantages, such as an inherent biodegradability, reversible formationdissociation, and lower immunogenicity. In a little over two decades, development of these materials has led to numerous medically-relevant applications, including tissue engineering scaffolds [129] [130] [131] , matrices for biomineralization [132, 133] and wound healing [134] , and as local drug delivery vehicles [135, 136] . It is their ability to entrap and release biomolecules and small molecules, in combination with their three-dimensional network structure, which allows their use for biomedical applications. The utility of this approach towards drug delivery, however, is limited owing to the physical method of entrapment that, like polymeric delivery vehicles, can suffer from low loading and poor control over the release characteristics. Additionally, the hydrophilic environment of the gel can result in the crystallization of drugs with low water solubility, which can have a detrimental effect on the therapeutic effectiveness. For instance, the hydrophobic PTX has been observed to form crystals within hydrogels, much like those formed in aqueous solution [137] , and it was speculated that this may be the reason why in some studies hydrogels with a lower drug content exhibited greater activity than those with a higher loading [138] .
Modifying drug molecules themselves to bestow the capacity for hydrogelation provides a means for circumventing both the drug crystallization and low loading issues associated with excipient hydrogels [12] . Drug-based molecular hydrogelators have been in development for almost twenty years now and, in contrast to non-gelating amphiphilic prodrugs, have encompassed a broad range of drug molecules, including inhibitory hormones [139, 140] , antibiotics [141] [142] [143] , anti-neoplastics [118, [144] [145] [146] [147] , antiinflammatories [148] [149] [150] [151] , and anti-virals [152] . The majority of these hydrogelators are peptide-based, as their propensity for hydrogen bonding is ideal for the formation of the filamentous structures generally required for gelation to occur. Indeed, a number of peptide drugs are known to form hydrogels themselves (autogels) in aqueous conditions, such as lanreotide (Fig. 8A ) [139] , ganirelix (Fig. 8A ) [140] , and degarelix [140] , with lanreotide being approved by the FDA for the treatment of acromelagy [153] and neuroendocrine tumors [154] as an injectable sustained release hydrogel (Somatuline® Depot, Ipsen). A common feature between these three examples is a naphthalene moiety that, for lanreotide at least, has been shown to significantly contribute to the self-assembly through - interactions [155] . Xu and coworkers demonstrated that the attachment of a pyrene group to the glycopeptide antibiotic vancomycin confers an ability to form hydrogels (Fig. 8B ) [141] . Surprisingly, this modified-vancomycin was found to have nearly thousand-fold better activity against vancomycin-resistant enterococci bacteria than vancomycin alone; an observation later postulated as arising from self-assembly of the conjugate on the bacterial cell surface [142] .
The modification of non-peptidic drugs to bestow gelation potential typically involves the conjugation of a short peptide sequence capable of forming strong, directional intermolecular interactions. A common motif is the dipeptide Phe-Phe, often in combination with a planar aromatic group at the N-terminal for additional hydrophobicity [130, 131, 156] . This dipeptide is the key recognition motif of A amyloid [157] and has been observed to form one dimensional nanostructures through the combination of hydrogen bonding and - interactions [158, 159] . Xu and colleagues utilized this motif to create the PTXcontaining hydrogelator NapFFK(succ-PTX)pY (Fig. 8C ) [144] , conjugating the succinylated-drug to the peptide through the -amine of lysine. Additionally, the capacity for triggered gelation was introduced through incorporation of a phosphorylated tyrosine residue (pY) that provides hydrophilicity, but can be cleaved by a phosphatase enzyme to reduce the solubility and induce self-assembly. Spectroscopic studies showed that the resulting filamentous structures possessed anti-parallel -sheets, indicating that the PTX is likely displayed at the surface of the nanostructures. While this may suggest it would be readily accessible, entanglement between filaments will be favored in order to reduce hydrophobic-hydrophilic contacts between the water and PTX, helping to promote gel formation. This Nap-FFY platform or similar have been further exploited by Xu and others in the field to create hydrogelators based on a number of drugs, including the anti-inflammatory olsalazine [148] , the antibiotic kanamycin [143] , and the anticancer drugs bortezemib [146] and cisplatin [145] .
An alternative conjugation approach is to attach the drug to the N-terminal of the peptide, rather than to one of the amino acid side chains. This does, however, place certain limitations on the drug structure in order to maintain the self-assembly properties of the conjugate, requiring flat hydrophobic drugs. One class of drugs that seem particularly suited for this are non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which tend to be rather simple aromatic molecules. Xu and colleagues conjugated the NSAIDs naproxen (Npx), flurbiprofen, ibuprofen and salicylic acid (as an aspirin mimic) to the N-termini of the FF peptide [151] . Examination of the mechanical properties revealed that the drug's ability to contribute to the - interactions during self-assembly greatly affect the rheological parameters of the resulting hydrogels, with the naphthyl-based naproxen conjugate furnishing the strongest gel and the phenyl-based ibuprofen the weakest. Yang, too, has reported hydrogelators in which the drug is attached to the N-terminal of the peptide, using the anticancer drugs curcumin [160] and gemcitabine [161] , both of which possess very different molecular structures to the NSAIDs, affording gels with G' and G" values two orders of magnitude lower than those of Xu's naproxen conjugate. The differing peptide sequences make a direct comparison difficult, however, though both curcumin and gemcitabine possess smaller aromatic systems than naproxen and so this may a contributing factor.
Platforms for potential combination therapy applications have also emerged with the creation of molecular hydrogelators that contain two complementary drugs. For instance, Yang and coworkers synthesized a conjugate that possessed dexamethasone and either of PTX or HCPT (Fig. 8D ) [147] .
Dexamethasone is a steroidal drug with anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressant properties that is often used in combination with other anticancer drugs to reduce the associated side-effects [162] . While no benefit was seen to its inclusion in terms of in vitro toxicity, it would be anticipated that there may be advantages in vivo with reduced side effects. More recently, Xu and colleagues conjugated the anti-HIV drug, lamivudine (3TC), to the lysine -amine of their Npx-ffkpy hydrogelators [149] to create a hydrogel that can deliver both an anti-inflammatory and anti-HIV drug [152] . The intent here being to create a multifunctional delivery system to address several issues associated with the use of vaginally-applied anti-HIV gels as prophylactics. Cleavage of the phosphate group by the prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP) enzyme present in seminal fluid results in the strengthening of the weak gel formed by Npx-ffk(3TC)py, thereby minimizing its dilution. Release of the Npx would reduce local inflammation that would otherwise increase the chances of the HIV virus encountering and entering T cells, and the 3TC would act against the virus itself. This concept of incorporating two complementary drugs offers an intriguing path for future hydrogel platforms that could provide synergistic effects during treatment.
Despite the proliferation of hydrogels that are based on the diphenylalanine motif, there are a number of other strategies that have generated useful platforms for drug delivery. One such simple approach is the succinylation of a hydrophobic drug in order to confer amphiphilicity. Chen and coworkers treated the corticosteroid trimamcinolone acetonide (TA) with succinic anhydride to form a progelator that, upon hydrolysis of the succinate ester bond, would form a hydrogel [150] . This gel was used to treat uveitis in a rat model without exhibiting any of the associated complications that usually arise from TA treatment.
Yang and colleagues also found that succinylated PTX can be induced to form a gel through sonication of a suspension [163] . The gel formed, however, was very weak and required the addition of a polymer additive (hyaluronic acid, HA) to strengthen it. Surprisingly, this had the added bonus of improving the anti-tumor activity for gels with 30% or higher HA content, possibly due to the ability of HA to target the CD44 antigen that is often over-expressed in cancer cells [164] . In another example of simple conjugation to a drug molecule, Yang and coworkers connected the oxidized form of glutathione to PTX via a succinyl linkage that upon reduction could form a hydrogel [165] . The mechanical properties of this hydrogel were such that it was suitable for administration as an injectable; being able to flow as a liquid under shear stress but recovering within a few minutes once the stress was removed (shear thinning behavior). Intra-tumoral injection of the gel in a mouse model was found to significantly inhibit tumor growth and metastasis, with noticeably lessened or absent side effects.
Stupp and coworkers have demonstrated that their hydrogel-forming peptide amphiphile platform can be adapted to sustainably release a number of drug types [166] [167] [168] [169] . Stupp's peptide amphiphiles are typically -sheet forming peptides with charged amino acids at the C-terminal end and a palmitoylated (C16) N-terminus that self-assemble into core-shell nanofiber structures. Conjugation of the drugs was achieved through the lysine -amine of C16-VxAxExK (x = 2 or 3), resulting in nanostructures in which the drug is exposed at the periphery and thus accessible to the agents required for cleavage. Gelation was achieved by the addition of CaCl2 to shield the negative charges of the glutamates and reduce inter-fiber repulsions. This method was utilized for the sustained release of the NSAIDs nabumetone [167] and naproxen [168] , the steroidal anti-inflammatory dexamethasone [166] , and therapeutic carbon monoxide [169] . It should also be noted that Cui's drug amphiphile platform [101] can be similarly adapted for hydrogel-mediated delivery of drugs, with the filamentous nanostructures formed capable of entangling under appropriate conditions in the same manner as Stupp's peptide amphiphiles.
An interesting example worth highlighting is that of a hydrogel formed through the gelation of nanospheres rather than nanofilaments [170] , a somewhat intriguing exception to the norm. Created by Yang and coworkers, the conjugate FA-GpYK(succ-PTX), where FA is folic acid, was observed to form a clear gel upon phosphatase-catalyzed removal of the tyrosine phosphate group (Fig. 9A) . AFM imaging revealed the presence of highly uniform nanospheres with diameters of 50 nm (Fig. 9B) , a structure that may arise from the capability of folic acid to form tetrameric structures through Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding, with further interactions giving a dendrimer-like structure (Fig. 9C ). Rheological studies indicated that the gel was very weak, no doubt due to the inability of nanoparticles to form an entangled matrix like those of nanofilament-based hydrogels.
There have been a number of reports that feature multicomponent hydrogels, formed through the interaction of two or more species. When Ding and coworkers attempted to use the peptide Nap-GFFYGRGD to encapsulate the anticancer drug DOX, they were surprised to find that it could form a hydrogel [171] . The peptide alone forms nanofilaments but is unsuitable for gel formation due to poor inter-fiber interactions, though has shown utility for the encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs [172] .
Instead of drug encapsulation, however, they found that DOX formed large nanospheres (~150 nm in diameter) on the fiber surface, essentially acting as cross-linkers between neighboring fibers and thus enabling gel formation (Fig. 9D ). Drug release was observed to be faster from weaker gels; thereby correlating with the DOX concentration of the hydrogels, with higher concentrations giving stronger gels.
Another example is provided by the Shi Lab, who adopted a highly supramolecular approach (Fig. 9E ) [173] . Conjugating a low molecular weight PEG chain to CPT, they then mixed a solution of this micelleforming conjugate with -cyclodextrin (-CD), a cyclized glucose hexamer with a central hydrophobic cavity. Multiple -CD molecules thread onto the extended PEG chains to form what is known as a polypseudorotaxane, with interactions between -CD units then acting to cross-link the micelles and form a hydrogel matrix. While not a strong gel, it did exhibit shear thinning behavior that would make it suitable for injectable administration. Furthermore, this gel could encapsulate the water soluble anticancer drug, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), which is often used in combination with CPT [174, 175] , with no disruptive effect on the hydrogel. This three-component system displayed superior in vitro anticancer activity when compared to each drug alone, suggesting a synergetic effect of the two drugs, though only at low 5-FU concentrations as higher concentrations resulted in an antagonistic effect that is known for this drug combination [175] . In a final example, Jana and Dastidar developed a xerogel platform in which naproxen and its -alanine derivatives were induced to form gels by the addition of the biocompatible amine, serinol [176] . The resulting salt could form an extended hydrogen bonding network, giving nanofibers that could entangle to form gels with weak to moderate mechanical properties. A topical gel formulation was prepared and used to successfully treat chemically-induced psoriasis-like inflammation in mice. Gel treated mice completely recovered within 14 days, including hair regrowth, while those in the control group died after 2 days.
Supramolecular hydrogels formed by amphiphilic prodrugs are well positioned to become a successful nanomedicine, particularly given the wide usage of conventional hydrogels in clinical treatments. This platform can potentially be applied to many disease areas due to the broad range of drug classes that can 20 be converted into hydrogelating materials. Before this can come to fruition, however, more in vivo studies are required to ascertain just how these supramolecular materials will function in a physiological environment. The mechanical properties of these materials are important in this context as shear stresses both during and after administration may affect the integrity of the gel and lead to a faster rate of drug release or even gel clearance. Release of the drug is another critical function of hydrogels, if the gel is too stable then the release may be slower than desired and result in poor efficacy. If it is to be triggered by a particular chemical or biological entity rather than simple hydrolysis, then the gel must be sufficiently permeable to that stimulus. A balance is therefore necessary with regard to the mechanical properties, and it is clear from the work reported that the drug can have a strong influence on the gel strength.
Accordingly, strategies must be devised to address any issues that may arise for a particular drug class in order to develop the most effective therapeutic hydrogel possible.
Future outlook
Utilizing drugs as building units for the construction of nanostructures represents a paradigm shift in the growing field of nanomedicine, one in which drugs are no longer considered as passive cargos but as active participants in their own delivery to therapeutic targets. By exploiting the molecular properties that drug molecules possess in the context of self-assembly and combining them with complementary entities, it is now possible to construct discrete nanostructures that possess a high and precisely defined drug content through rational molecular design. Three main strategies have emerged to accomplish this, each having their own unique advantages and disadvantages. For instance, while macromolecular amphiphilic prodrugs are the most well-developed of the three due to their similarity with other polymer-based delivery systems, the prevalence of spherical nanostructures may limit their use and optimization to address the sophisticated challenges associated with systemic delivery applications. Conversely, supramolecular hydrogels formed by amphiphilic prodrugs are ideally suited to local delivery for treating cancers or other diseases that can benefit from topical or local administration of therapeutics. Amphiphilic prodrugs straddle the line between MAPs and hydrogelators, with their tunable morphologies enabling the adaptation for either route of administration. However, it has yet to be established how adaptable this platform is due to the strong influence of the drug molecule as a structural element and the limited number of drug structures tested so far. Given the push towards personalized medicine that is currently underway, it is important that the principles underlying how a drug molecule can affect the assembly of a nanostructure are determined and understood. The drug delivery community as a whole would benefit greatly from the availability of generic platforms that can deliver a particular drug type. After all, even though medicines may become personalized, they will still need to be effectively delivered to target sites so as to exert the desired biological effects.
For all systems, a big question to be answered is how will the physiological environment impact the physicochemical properties and eventually the performance of these drug-containing nanostructures?
How is the integrity of the nanostructures affected by interactions with proteins and the body's natural defense systems? Part of this lies with the critical aggregation concentration of the self-assembled nanostructure, for which a careful balance is required as too low a value may impede the drug release, while too high will lead to rapid dissociation. The latter is clearly undesirable for the purpose of systemic delivery, but could be an advantageous property for local delivery, particularly if the dissociation kinetics can be used to tune the drug release rate. For systemic delivery, if the goal is to reduce the CAC as much as possible, then strategies to facilitate dissociation at the desired location must also be considered in parallel. One potential method is the inclusion of self-immolating components that will breakdown in specific environments, thereby negating the need for equilibrium driven dissociation.
While many challenges are still ahead, the direct use of drugs to build well-defined nanostructures presents a significant extension from both fields of molecular assembly and medicine. Aside from a few examples formed from macromolecular amphiphilic prodrugs that have been evaluated in clinical trials, those created by assembly of small molecular amphiphilic prodrugs are still focused on fundamental studies of their assembly behavior and in vitro evaluation of their potency against cancer cell lines.
Clearly, the next logical step will be testing these supramolecular materials in animals to collect information on their circulation fate and therapeutic efficacy, which will prove essential for guiding the design of next generation of drug-containing nanostructures for improved performance. Chilkoti's ELP-based delivery platform that assembles into micelles (C) when conjugated to doxorubicin. In vivo visualization of the phase transition that occurs on heating of the tumor vasculature from 37°C (D) to 42°C (E), indicating the increased accumulation of doxorubicin within the vasculature after thermal cycling. Panels B-C were adapted with permission from ref [78] , copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group; Panels D-E were adapted with permission from ref [85] , copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
